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Bounds on the Throughput of Congestion
Controllers in the Presence of Feedback Delay

Sanjay Shakkottai, R. Srikant and Sean Meyn

Abstract— We consider decentralized congestion control algorithms for
low-loss operation of the Internet using the ECN bit. There has been much
analysis of such algorithms, but with a few exceptions, these typically ignore
the effect of feedback delays in the network on stability. We study a single
node with many flows passing through it, with each flow (possibly) having
a different round trip delay. Using a fluid model for the flows, we show that
even with delays, the total data rate at the router is bounded; and this bound
shows that the (peak) total rate grows linearly with increase in system size,
i.e., the fraction of over-provisioning required is constant with respect to

�
,

the number of flows in the system. Further, for typical user data rates and
delays seen in the Internet today, the bound is very close to the data rate
at the router without delays. Earlier results by Johari and Tan have given
conditions for a linearized model of the network to be (locally) stable. We
show that even when the linearized model is not stable, the nonlinear model
is upper bounded, i.e., the total rate at the bottleneck link is upper bounded,
and the upper bound is close to the equilibrium rate for TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns decentralized end-to-end algorithms for
Internet congestion control. The goal is to study the perfor-
mance of algorithms designed for maintaining low-loss and low-
delay in the network.

In recent years there has been much research in this area,
mainly concerning algorithms based on ECN-marking. These
control algorithms are designed on the premise that each user
has a utility function, which the user is trying to maximize,
while the network is simultaneously trying to maintain some sort
of fairness amongst various users. In the algorithms proposed,
the network tries to achieve its goal by marking packets dur-
ing congestion (see [18], [?]). The notion of fairness (from the
network’s point of view) which has been used is weighted pro-
portional fairness (see [6]). Through appropriate choice of the
weights, other fairness criteria such as minimum potential de-
lay fairness (see [15]) can be realized. The algorithms proposed
have a decentralized implementation to achieve the network and
user objectives simultaneously.

Our concern in this paper is performance of these systems in
the presence of delay. It is known that in a network model with-
out delays, a well-designed marking scheme will ensure that all
of the user-rates converge [7], [?], [11]. However, if one in-
cludes delay in the model, it is possible for the user rates to os-
cillate around some equilibrium point. To operate the network
with very low levels of loss, it then becomes necessary to pro-
vide enough capacity to account for these oscillations. In this
paper, we derive an upper bound on these oscillations, and us-
ing these bounds we provide an estimate of the over provision-
ing (above the equilibrium rate) required for low-loss network
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operation.
Prior research in [5] addresses the effect of delays on stabil-

ity through the analysis of a linearized system. In their work it
is assumed that all users have the utility function �����	��
� , and
all have the same round trip delays for a general network topol-
ogy. The network is shown to be locally stable if the marking
function (i.e., the algorithm implemented at each router to mark
packets), gain and delay satisfy suitable bounds (see Section V).
In [14], [21], this result has been generalized for the case where
the delays may be different.

We also refer the reader to a linearized analysis of conges-
tion controllers, where the marking function is itself adapted as
a function of the arrival rate at a router [12]. In this paper, we
do not consider such adaptation, but assume that the marking
function is fixed. We point out that round-trip delays are con-
sidered explicitly in [13], where dual solutions are obtained for
the problem proposed in [6]. However, the results in[13] sim-
ply state that, for sufficiently small gains in the network control
algorithms, asymptotic stability is achieved.

Related research in the ATM domain also considers rate con-
trol algorithms in the presence of feedback delay (for instance,
[2]). However, those studies are primarily for single flows,
whereas, we consider multiple flows with different delays. Fur-
ther, the form of the controller is different as well. For instance,
in [2] the authors study controllers which explicitly make use of
the router queue-length.

We consider the following setting in the present paper.
(a) The network consists of a single node that accommodates
many individual flows. There is a round trip delay, which may
be different for each flow.
(b) All of our analysis, and our motivation for the algorithms
considered, is based on a deterministic fluid model. We ig-
nore stochastic effects in the network which could occur pos-
sibly due to randomness in marking or short uncontrolled flows
(web mice). We also ignore discretization effects due to packet
based implementation.
(c) We assume that the queueing delay at the router is negligi-
ble compared to the propagation delays. A simple technique to
achieve this is to use a virtual queue at each link whose capacity
is slightly smaller than the capacity of the real queue. Packets
are then marked based on the occupancy of the virtual queue [8],
[12].
In related papers we discuss these effects which could poten-
tially cause differences between the stochastic model and the
deterministic fluid model we study here, and show that the fluid
models that we study in this paper are valid when there are large
number of flows in the network [19], [20].

Regarding (c), we note that Kelly has argued that as the the
cost of router hardware decreases and network bandwidth in-
creases rapidly, we do expect that queue lengths at routers will
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Fig. 1. Model of the system with delays. We have
�

connections, each with
(possibly) different round trip delays.

be small in practice [8]. It has also been argued in [12] that
one can design low-loss networks which achieve high utiliza-
tion while simultaneously having small queues at the router. On
the other hand, propagation delays over fibers will not decrease,
as this is a fundamental property of nature.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
(i) Using a fluid model for the flows, we show that even with de-
lays, the total data rate at the router is bounded, and this bound
shows that the (peak) total rate grows at most linearly with in-
crease in system size, i.e., the number of flows. We assume
throughout that the ratio of the link capacity to the number of
flows is kept constant. In other words, the link capacity is is a
linear function of the number of flows.
(ii) In simulations, we have considered the regime where the
round trip delays are of the order of tens of milliseconds, and
each user desires a throughput of more than 100 kbytes/sec. In
this regime, numerical results in Section VI indicate that the
overprovisioning required to operate a low-loss network is a
small fraction of the link capacity. We have analytically sub-
stantiated this observation in Section IV, where we have shown
that, if the bandwidth-delay product is large, then the amount of
over-provisioning required becomes a small fraction of the link
capacity.
(iii) In Section V, we will demonstrate that even if the linearized
system is unstable, it is possible for the user rates to oscillate
very close to the equilibrium rate. Further, in [5], a condition
has been given for stability of the linearized network. In Sec-
tion V, we also we give a condition for the non-linear conges-
tion controllers (with the �����	��� � utility function and same round
trip delays) which ensures that the sum of the user rates does
not oscillate very much (i.e., the upper and lower bounds on the
total rates are “close”). The condition yields a design rule for
controller gains which coincides with the rule obtained in [5]
via linearization.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Consider a system consisting of � best-effort sources access-
ing a single-node network, where each source could experience
a different, large propagation delay as shown in Figure 1. We
denote the � th connection’s (one-way) delay by ��� . We consider
a fluid approximation for the system, where each user transmits
data at a time-varying rate depending on feedback from the net-
work.

At the router, the bottleneck link has a capacity of ���� . How-
ever, the system is designed so that in the delay-free case, the
total arrival rate converges to � ��� ���� . The excess, ������ �!� �
is reserved for handling arrival rate oscillations due to delays

and other perturbations; so that the router can maintain loss free
operation in-spite of these effects. Our objective is to derive
an upper bound on the total arrival rate, so that by choosing ��
appropriately, loss free operation can be maintained in the pres-
ence of delays. In the rest of this paper, we will refer to � � as
the target arrival rate of the link. Associated with the router is
a marking function "$#�%'&��(�)� . This function is based on the total
data rate accessing the router and determines the fraction of flow
to be marked, and satisfies satisfies the following criteria:
(i) *,+-"$#�%'&.�/
0�'+21
(ii) "3#�%'&.�/
0� is an increasing function.
(iii) "$#�%'&.�/
� is Lipschitz continuous.
The first property is obvious, as the marking function represents
the fraction of flow marked. The second property is again clear:
the larger the arrival rate is, the greater is the fraction marked.
Finally, the last condition is a technical condition, which says
that the function is “smooth”. As an example, a possible rate-
based marking function is of the form"4�/
0�65 ��
 ��7� �(8
 (1)
In a deterministic fluid model, this has the interpretation of the
fraction of fluid lost when the arrival rate exceeds a certain level,
called the “virtual” capacity, � 7� [10].

Next, we consider each user’s behavior. Let us denote the
transmission rate of the � th source at time 9 by 
:�;��9��.� We first
look at the case when the round trip delay for every flow is
zero. Under this assumption, we now describe each user’s
rate adaptation mechanism (proposed in [6]) which will lead
to a proportionally-fair allocation of rates. For each user �<51�=>�?�>�@=;�A= the rate adaptation is as follows:B
 � �/9��65 C � �-D3E � �/9��E �;�/9��65 
	�F�/9��/" #�%'& GH %IJ;KML 
 J ��9��ONP
where CQ= D are positive constants which determine the rate at
which flow increases or decreases it’s transmission rate. We can
interpret E � ��9�� as the rate at which marked packets arrive to user� . Thus, in the absence of marks each user, each user additively
increases the rate with parameter C � and if marks are present,
then, multiplicatively decreases the rate in proportion to E � ��9�� .

It has been shown in [6] that with the marking function de-
scribed by (1), the above system of equations converge (as9SRUT ), and the equilibrium rates are proportionally fair.

We now consider the same system, but with delays. Then, we
can describe the user rate adaptation by means of the following
delay-differential equations. For each �V5W1�=?�>�?�@=F� ,B
	�F�/9��X5 YZ[ Z\ C]� �-D 
	�F�/9 �_^ ���`�"3#�%'&Sacb %J;KML 
 J ��9 � �d� � � J ��egf�h4
�;��9��'ij*C � f�h4
 � ��9��S5k* (2)

To understand the above expression, we note that the evolution
of the transmission rate of user � at time 9 depends on the mark-
ing rate at the router at time 9 � �l�;� However, the marking rate
at the router at time 9 � �l� depends on the transmission rate of
every user m-5n1�=>�?�?�>=;� at times 9 � �d� � � J respectively. In
this case, we explicitly have a non-negativity constraint. With-
out this constraint, in the presence of delays, it is possible for
the transmission rates to be negative, which is physically not
possible.
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The other two systems we consider approximate the behavior
of TCP. We note that we do not consider window flow control
mechanisms here. Instead, we focus on a rate-control model
for the congestion control phase of TCP. The congestion con-
trol phase of TCP can be described by the following delay-
differential equations. For each �o5p1�=?�?�>�@=;�q=B
	����9��X5 C � �_D 
 � ��9��3
 � ��9 �_^ � � �" #�%'& arb %J;KML 
 J �/9 � ��� � � J �(e (3)

with C,�S5 Ls�t�uv , and D_wyxz . The above delay-differential equa-
tion is an obvious extension of the model without delay that was
derived in [10]. In [10], the value of D was shown to be ap-
proximately ��{M� ^ �.� Other empirical evidence (for example, [16])
suggests that |.}r9(~ is ^���� � Since ��{$� ^ � is approximately equal to^���� = we choose to use ^���� as the value for |.}r9(~ in this paper.

Another model for TCP suggested in [7] is given byB
 � �/9���5 C � a 1 � "3#�%�& acb %J;KML 
 J �/9 � � � � � J � e:e �D 
 � �/9��M
 � �/9 �_^ � � ��"3#�%'& a b %J;KML 
 J ��9 � � � � � J � e(4)

In the rest of this paper, we will refer to the above two models
as TCP-like algorithms.

In [9], it has been shown that when �r� �(� 5�* , the above sys-
tems (which are now ordinary differential equations) converge,
i.e., there is a unique equilibrium 
3������% such that 
M��9���R�
:�
as 9�R�T , for any initial condition 
�_�k� % . In this paper,
we are concerned with the boundedness of the delay-difference
equations. We will show that even with delays, the total rate at
the router is bounded, and this bound can be used as the over-
provisioning required to account for delays.

As described earlier, the marking function "M#�%�&���� � is the
means by which the router decides how aggressively the flows
back-off during congestion, and this function depends on the
target arrival rate of the link � � . This function is designed so
that in the absence of delays, the total user rate in equilibrium1b %J;KML 
 J �/9�� is equal to � � , and "�`��� � �,i�* . To illustrate the
above, we consider the following example.

Example II.1: Consider the proportionally-fair system de-
scribed by (2), with C<�o5pC��� . Hence, in a delay-free system,
under equilibrium, the rates of individual users 
$��/� % 5 � �4=���=F� .
The marking function we consider is that described in (1), i.e.," #�%'& ����65 �`� � � 7� �(8�
for some * ��7����� . As we discussed earlier, in a deter-
ministic fluid model, this has the interpretation of the fraction
of fluid lost when the arrival rate exceeds the “virtual” capac-
ity � 7� . It can also be shown ([10]) that this function is the
marking function derived by taking the limit of the � � � � 1 ���
loss formula, when we scale the arrival rate, target arrival rate
( � � ) and buffer size simultaneously. We note that for �A5p� � ," #�%�& ��� � �S5 �;¡M¢�� , which is a constant independent of � .

From (2), in equilibrium, we have" #�%'& ��� � �X5 ���£7��5 C �DM�¤
The equilibrium rates are the solution to the algebraic equation obtained from

the delay-differential equation when we set the propagation delays as well as all
derivatives to be equal to zero.

which follows from the fact that 
 �� 5 � . Therefore, by choosing7� 5 ���2¥ v¦ , the required scaling of "$#�%'&.��� � is achieved. Finally,
we comment that the scaling property obtained above," #�%'& ���A
0�65 "4�/
��
¨§j* (5)

is also satisfied for several other proposed rate based marking
functions (see the marking functions for REM and virtual queue
overflow in [8]).

III. AN UPPER BOUND ON THE TRANSMISSION RATES

In studies of the system described in the previous section, as-
suming that the delays are zero, [9] shows that the rates con-
verge to an equilibrium value as 9©RªT . From simulations,
we observe that with delays, the systems defined in the previous
section need not converge in general. In this section, we derive
an upper bound on how much the rates can diverge from the
equilibrium rate obtained with zero delays.

We first consider a system of the formB
 � ��9��X5 YZ[ Z\ C � �«D¬:® #�¯ v #±°/&�&³²d´¯ v #�°/& 
 � ��9 �!^ � � �"$#�%'&Sarb %J;KML 
 J �/9 � ��� � � J �(eµf�hV
	�F�/9��'i�*C,�<f�hM
�;��9���5k* (6)

where ¶<�/
0� is a strictly concave, increasing function called the
user utility function. Note that for the models considered earlier,
the proportionally fair model (2) corresponds to ¶<�/
0�S5£������/
� ,
and (3), a model for TCP, corresponds to ¶<�/
0��5 ¡ L¯ .

It is clear that there is a trivial upper bound for the total rate
(i.e., b %� K4L 
 � �/9�� ) at the router. Consider any single flow, say
flow 1 . To construct the upper bound, we construct an upper
bound of each user’s flow, and take the sum of these bounds as
the bound on the total rate at the router.

Let us consider user 1 . Its transmission rate will become very
large if there are no other flows in the system, thus allowing this
flow to utilize the entire link bandwidth. Thus, a trivial bound
can be obtained on a single flow rate by assuming that the con-
gestion at the router is caused solely by this flow (i.e., 
 J ��9���5£*
for all m�·5¸1 ). We observe that as the target arrival rate of the
system is � � , for a single flow to cause congestion, the rate
should be ¹<���¨� before marking will be significant enough to
cause the source to back-off. Denote º as a bound on 
 L �/9�� . We
will illustrate the above procedure and derive the upper-boundº for the special case when the marking function is given by" #�%'& ��
�65 �/
 � � 7� �(8
 =»
q§�*¼�
We observe that for any marking to take place (and thus, for the
flow to back off), we must at least have º½ij� 7� � This argument
suggests that an upper bound on b � 
 � ��9�� is at least �qº,= which
is greater than � x 7�»¾ ¹<��� x � . The implication of this is that
as we increase the capacity of the network, more and more over-
provisioning is required. We will find that this implication is
false for the model considered here.

We derive a much tighter bound in this section, and show that
the bound is actually ¹<���¨� for marking functions satisfying (5),
i.e., the fraction of over-provisioning required is constant with
respect to � . Further, numerical computation of the bound will
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show that this fraction is actually quite small. To this end, letC 5 1� %I � KML C �¿ �À5 Á�Â�ÃJ ���ÄÅ� J^¿ 5 Á�Â�Ã� ¿ �� 5 Á<f�{� � �Æ 5 Á�Â�Ã� ^ C,���d�
Now, we make the following assumption on the utility func-

tion.
Assumption III.1: LetÇ �/
�X5 ¶ � �/
0� ¡ LÉÈ 1 � Æ 
ËÊ

We assume that
Ç �/
� is convex and increasing for 
¨§ Æ � Note

that ¶<�/
0��5k�����	�/
0� and ¶<�/
0�S5 ¡ L¯ satisfy this assumption.
Theorem III.1: Let ��i�* satisfy" #�%�& ���Å��� �_^ C ¿ ����¶ � �`��� ¡ L È 1 � Æ� Ê 5 C D (7)

Then, given ÌÍi�*¼= there exists a finite 9�����Ì�� such that �09�§�9;��=%I � K4L 
�;��9���+ �-�ÎÄ�Ìr�
Proof: We first note that��
 ���9 +�C � = �0���
Now, suppose that b J 
 J �/9��'i��¨� for some 9�i�*�� Then,I J 
 J �/9 � �d� � � J ��§ I J 
 J ��9�� � I J C J �����	Ä�� J �§ I J 
 J ��9�� �!^ �¨C ¿i �Å�`� �!^ C ¿ �@�
We also note that 
�F�/9 �_^ ���`�'§�
�;��9�� � Æ � Thus,B
	�F�/9��Ï+ C,� �«D �`¶�����
	�O��� ¡ L
 � ��
	� � Æ �Ð" #�%�& ���Å��� �!^ C ¿ ���@�
Therefore,I � B
 � �/9��Ñ+ I � C � �-D " #�%'& ���Å�`� �_^ C ¿ ��� I � Ç �/
 � �+ �¨C �-D " #�%'& ���Å�`� �!^ C ¿ �;�(� Ç_Ò 1� I � 
 �`Ó+ �¨C �-D " #�%'& ���Å�`� �!^ C ¿ �;�(� Ç �`���.�
The last two lines in the above set of inequalities follow from
the Assumption III.1. Thus, if" #�%'& ������� �_^ C ¿ ����¶ � ����� ¡ LÈ 1 � Æ�¸Ê i C D =
then b � B
 � ��9�� � * whenever b J 
 J ��9���i¸�¨��� Further, it is
easy to show that given any Ì�i�*¼= there exists ÔQi�* such that
whenever b J 
 J �/9��!iÕ�¨�6Ä�Ì>= b � B
 � ��9�� �Ö� Ô�� Thus, the
result follows. ×

We comment that from the proof, it is clear that if the initial
condition is small enough, the bound works for all 9�§Ø* . As
discussed earlier [7] suggests that (4) could be a suitable model
for a rate-based TCP evolution. While this model doesn’t fit
into the class of equations (6), note that it is nearly identical to
(3), except for the fact that the additive increase part is slightly
different to account for the fact that when a mark is received, the
rate is not increased. However, it is easy to verify that the proof

of the previous theorem holds for (4) also and the upper bound
for (4) is the same as the upper bound for (3).

Example III.1: The results in the previous section provide
means of constructing bounds on the total rate at the router for
various utility functions. As an example, we will now study
a system with � flows, each with delay � , growth parameterC , and the logarithmic utility function. We will assume that
the marking function is " #�%'& ����k5ÚÙcÛ ¡ % ¢�ÛÏÜ 8 , which is the
same as that used in the example in Section II. Thus, we have�41+j��+�� ,B
 � ��9��65 YZ[ Z\ C �«D 
 � �/9 �!^ �l�"3#�%'& a�b %J;KML 
 J ��9 �!^ �l� e = 
 � �/9���i�*C�= 
	�F�/9��S52*
For the above congestion controller, (7) becomes�`� �!^ C,� �£7� ��5 C D �
Note that this leads to an upper bound on the total rate which is¹<���-� , as opposed to that from the trivial ¹<��� x � bound derived
earlier.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE UPPER BOUND

Consider a congestion controller with ¶<��
�Ý5 � 1 � 
 which,
as discussed earlier, can be used to model TCP. Suppose that the
round-trip delays of all the flows are approximately the same,
i.e., �d� w � for all � . Then, using the fact that for a TCP-like
controller, C,�M5 Ls�t�uv = (7) becomes" #�%�& È � � �`�p� � 1^ � Ê �`�p�d� x È 1 � 1^ �p� Ê 5 1Þ D
Suppose the bandwidth-delay product, � �½ß *¼�)à . Then, as�6i � , the above equation can be approximated by" #�%�& ���¨���:���p�l� x w 1Þ D (8)

Now, recall that (from steady-state analysis) "M#�%'&.��� � � satisfies1Þ � x �«D$� x " #�%'& ��� � �X5 * (9)

Comparing (8) and (9), we have � w�� . The conclusion is that
for such a system with large bandwidth-delay products, even
if the system with delay does not converge, the actual rate at
the router will be nearly equal to the target arrival rate � . It is
well-known that, for controlled systems with time delays in the
feedback path, the controller gains should be sufficiently small
to ensure stability. This approximate analysis suggests that the
congestion avoidance mechanism of TCP [4] naturally chooses
the additive increase rate (i.e., C»5 Ls�t u ), to prevent large oscil-
lations even in the presence of delay. This can be justified more
formally for the marking function described in (1) as follows.

For the marking function (1), (7) becomes�»��� � 1^ � �£7� �S5 � � �'��7� �.�
Thus, �á5 � � �'�£7� �� � Lx t �£7� �
Since �6i � = the above equation equation implies that � �,�g�1 ��^ �	� Therefore, � �_�� � 1^ � �
which goes to zero as � �<RUT£�
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V. INSTABILITY AND BOUNDEDNESS

We derive a lower bound on the total rate of (2), for the special
case where all the round trip delays �c�l� � are equal. We consider
this special case to illustrate that even though a system may be
unstable, it may be globally upper and lower bounded, with the
upper and lowers bounds being close to the equilibrium rate.

In this section, we consider only the special case of the �����0�(�)�
utility function. Let us fix any � and defineâ ��9��S5 1� %I � KML 
 � �/9��
so that by (2), with � equal to the common delay value, we haveBâ �/9���5 C �-D3â ��9 �!^ �l��"]� â �/9 �!^ �l��� (10)
with the initial conditions given by â ��9��É5Øã for 9]��ä �g^ �	=;*�å .
We will assume that *<+jã]+ � , i.e., the initial condition is a con-
stant non-negative trajectory. The differential equation for â �/9��
is obtained by ignoring the non-negativity constraint on 
:�;��9�� . It
can be shown that, for reasonable initial conditions, the trajec-
tories will remain non-negative even without explicitly having
the non-negativity constraint on each source’s rate. However,
for the sake of brevity, we omit the proof of this fact here and
refer the interested reader to [19], [20]. The function "4�(�)� in the
above differential equation is the unscaled marking function.

The derivation of the upper bound is much simpler and more
intuitive here than in the earlier section because of the specific
form of (10), and therefore, we present it below. We first reason
that there is an � such that â ��9�� � � for 9æi�* . To do this, we
observe that

Bâ �/9���+»C . Now, suppose â �/9��<iØ� i � . Then,
since

Bâ �/9��Ë+çC , we have that â ��9 ��^ �l�<iç� ��^ C,� . Thus,
choosing � such thatC �«D �`� �Å^ C,�l�Ð"4��� �_^ C]�l��+ *
we have

Bâ �/9�� � * . Finally, as "M��� � is increasing, and C65D$� "4� � � , it follows that an upper bound for â �/9��@=�9,§è* is given
by � 5 � Ä ^ C,�
Let us now suppose that at time 9é§y* , â �/9�� �ëê for some ê �
Then, it follows from (10) thatâ �/9 �_^ �d� � ê Ä ^ �g� D ��"M�`��� � C<�
Let ì]� ê �S5 ê Ä ^ �g� D ��"M�`��� � C<� . Then,Bâ �/9���i C �«D ì�� ê �Ð"4�/ì�� ê ���@�
Hence, choosing ê so that it satisfiesì�� ê �/"M�/ì]� ê �;��5 C D (11)

ensures that
Bâ �/9��gik* . Thus, if the trajectory of â �/9�� ever hits ê =

then the derivative
Bâ �/9�� will be greater than zero, and therefore,â �/9�� will continue to be greater than or equal to ê � Hence, ê is a

lower bound on the total rate after some finite time. Now, we
have � "M� � �æ5 ¥ ¦ . Thus, (11) can be equivalently represented byì�� ê ��5 � . Thus, the lower bound ê is chosen such thatê 5 �æ�!^ �� D ��"M����� � C<� (12)

Next, we provide some intuition on how the marking function,
the gain and the round-trip delay are related. From the mean
value theorem applied to the function D 
�"M��
� , we have for someâ �_ä � =F��å ,D ��"M�����X5 D$� "4� � �MÄk�`� �_� � D � â " � � â �3Äq"M� â �;�
Thus, subtracting C from both sides and using the fact that C»5D$� "4� � � , we haveD ��"M�`��� � C 5 �`� �_� � D � â " � � â �3Äq"M� â �;�
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Fig. 2. Fluid simulation for a single connection with the í)î.ï�ð�ñ�ò utility function.
The figure plots the data rate at the shared link versus time.

Thus, the lower bound ê defined in (12) can be rewritten asê 5 ���_^ �	�`� �!� � D � â " � � â �$Äq"M� â �;�
for some â �_ä � =���å . If �`� �Ý� � D � â "��� â �MÄA"4� â ��� ^ � is small for
all â �_ä � =���å , we clearly have ê3w2� . In [5], the authors showed
that the linearized system is stable if D � â "0��� â �$ÄA"4� â ��� ^ � is
small at â 5 � . From the discussion above, it indicates that a
design rule for marking function is the following: Choose "M��� �
such that � â "�`� â �3ÄA"4� â ��� is small for â in an interval about the
target arrival rate. This condition says that near the target ca-
pacity, the fraction of flow marked should be small. Further, the
change in the fraction marked should be small as well, i.e., the
marking function should not increase too “steeply”. This intu-
itively makes sense because there would be large oscillations in
the arrival rate if the fraction of flow marked changed a lot for
small changes in the arrival rate. Depending on how close one
would like the upper and lower bounds to be, one can obtain a
bound on D � â " � � â �$Äq"M� â �;� ^ �	�

On the other-hand, suppose a marking function is fixed. For
example, if the marking function is that described by (1), then
we have for all â i 7� =�� â "�`� â �$Äq"M� â �;� 5»1�� Thus, in this case,
we can see that if we want the trajectory to lie close to the equi-
librium point, we need to have a small gain-delay (i.e., D � ) prod-
uct.

A. Illustration

In this section, we study a system which can be proven to be
locally (and hence, globally) unstable, i.e., there does not exist
a 
0� such that the data rate 
M��9��æR�
3� as 9�RÖT . However, we
will show that the trajectory is bounded, with the bounds being
close to the nominal throughput.

Consider a system of � users, with the �����	��� � utility function
and all users sharing the same delay. Suppose the target arrival
rate is �Øó � bytes/unit-time. Since the delays are the same, and
the initial conditions are the same, the evolution of the average
rate is the same as that of a single connection, with target arrival
rate per source being � bytes/unit-time. Thus, the evolution of
this system can be given byB
4�/9��65 C �«D 
M��9 �_^ �d�/"��/
4�/9 �!^ �l���
with "4�����5 # Û ¡M¢� &�ôÛ . Let us choose Cn5¸1 , D 5Ø*¼� õdö , �¨5 ^
and � 5 � *�*�* . Thus, for the equilibrium rate 
3� to equal � , we
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Fig. 3. Systems SYS-1: Fluid simulations for 25 flows, with the utility function
being ÷ ¤ø and with different round trip delays. The figures plot the total rate

at the shared link versus time. The marking function is ù�ú ÷�ûæüýú�þlÿ .

need to choose 7� 5 ^������ �)à . We observe that in equilibrium, we
have 
:��"	�`�/
0�r�dÄ]"M�/
:�r�S5�1 . From Theorem 5 in [5], this system
is locally (and hence, globally) unstable if and only ifD ��
�" � � � �$Äq"M� � ����i �Þ �
which is satisfied here. However, from the bounds derived in
Section V, we get the upper bound on the rate as 3004 and the
lower bound as 2989. This matches very well with the simula-
tions in Figure 2, and the oscillations are small. Thus, we can
infer that even if the system is unstable, in some sense, it does
not really matter as the rates are very close to the desired value.

We note that our results are applicable only to rate-based
marking functions and not to the queue-based marking functions
presented in [17], [3]. An interesting topic for future research
would be to check whether tight upper and lower bounds can
be derived for queue-based marking functions when the local
stability conditions are violated.

VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results for the fluid
model and compare these with the bounds derived in the pre-
vious section.

We first a consider a network with 25 connections passing
through it, with the total bandwidth at the shared link being
24Mbps, and the one-way delays of the individual connections
ranging from 25msec to 125msec. Thus, scaling the one-way
delay of the shortest round trip time to be 1, we have (one-
way) delays ranging from 1 to 5, and the target arrival rate being� � 5 ^ à ó � *�*�*�5�ö�à�*�*�* bytes/unit-time.

In Figure 3 (SYS-1), we have plotted the sum of the user rates
at the shared link for the TCP-like system defined in (3). We use
a threshold-based marking function of the form"M����65 Ò � ����� Ó 8 (13)

where �� 5U� 7� . Table I presents the peak rate at the router
observed from fluid simulations and the numerical upper bound
computed from Section III. We first observe that the bounds

System FS UB ER
SYS-1 75009 75036.5 75000
SYS-2 75215 78920.3 75215
SYS-3 75200 75538 75000

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FLUID SIMULATIONS AND BOUNDS FOR VARIOUS

SYSTEMS. THE FIRST COLUMN INDICATES THE SYSTEM NAME, THE

SECOND INDICATES THE PEAK RATE AT THE ROUTER AFTER TIME �
	 FROM

FLUID SIMULATIONS, THE THIRD COLUMN INDICATES THE NUMERICAL

UPPER BOUND AND THE FOURTH COLUMN GIVES THE EQUILIBRIUM RATE.
ABBREVIATIONS KEY: FLUID SIMULATION (FS), UPPER BOUND (UB),

EQUILIBRIUM RATE (ER).

are very close to the values observed in simulations. Further,
for the system SYS-1, with no delays, the total rate would have
converged to 75000 bytes/unit-time. As the upper bound from
Table I is 75036, it indicates that very little over-provisioning is
required at the router to handle delays.

Another marking function that we considered is" #�%'& ����65 È �� � L Ê �
This is motivated by an � � � � 1 queue, in which the above ex-
pression is the probability that the queue-length exceeds some
buffer size � when the mean virtual link capacity is � � L and
the mean arrival rate is � . In Figure 4, we consider another
system (SYS-2), where we use the above marking function,
and the target capacity is approximately 75000 bytes/unit-time
(to be exact, 75215 bytes/unit-time). This marking function is
“smoother” than the earlier one, and the non-linear system con-
verges. From Table I, the bound is given by 78920.3, which is
within 5% of the converged value. As before, from the bound,
this indicates that we do not need much over-provisioning. Fluid
simulations indicate that the throughput of this particular system
converges, and therefore, we do not need any over-provisioning
due to the presence of feedback delays. However, the bounds
suggests that we may need at most 5% over-provisioning, which
suggests that the bound is not very conservative.

For the two systems we have considered, we provide results
from packet based simulations. The main difference between the
implementation used in this section and TCP is that time-outs
and the slow-start phase are not implemented in our model. The
reason is that, with appropriate design of the marking function
[10], it is possible to nearly eliminate loss and thus, minimize
the impact of time outs. In Table II and Table III, we present up-
per and lower bounds from packet-based simulations for various
values of �q= the number of flows, for SYS-1 and SYS-2 respec-
tively. The upper and lower bounds are computed based on a
95% confidence interval. We have computed the sample mean �
and standard deviation  of the total rate at the router. We have
then denoted the upper bound as ���æÄ ��� 3� and the lower bound
as ��� �Å��� 3�@� We observe from the packet based simulations
that as the number of flows get large, the packet simulations in-
dicate that very little over-provisioning is required, which was
our conclusion from the bounds as well as from the fluid simu-
lations.

In Figure 5, we study a system of 25 users, with varying de-
lays as before, but using the �����	��� � utility function (SYS-3). As
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Fig. 4. System SYS-2: Fluid simulations for 25 flows with the utility function being ÷ ¤ø and with different round trip delays. The first plot is for the total rate at

the shared link versus time. The others are the transmission rates of individual connections as a function of time. The marking function is ù úû ý ´ þ � .

in Table I, the bound exceeds the actual peak rate at the router by
less than 3%. If there were no delays, the total rate would have
converged to about 75000. Hence, the results again indicate that
very little over-provisioning is required.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied some decentralized congestion con-
trol algorithms corresponding to those proposed for a low-loss
Internet. We studied a single node with many flows passing



8 � LB UB ER % O-P required
25 1.76 2.24 2.0 12%

100 7.55 8.39 8.0 4.87%
500 38.79 40.74 40.0 1.85%
1000 78.04 80.96 80.0 1.2%
2500 195.76 201.72 200.0 0.86%

TABLE II
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS BASED ON PACKET SIMULATIONS FOR SYS-1.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY: UPPER BOUND (UB), LOWER BOUND (LB),
EQUILIBRIUM RATE (ER), OVER-PROVISIONING (O-P). THE UPPER

BOUND, LOWER BOUND AND THE EQUILIBRIUM RATE ARE SCALED BY�����������
THUS, WITH � � FLOWS, THE LOWER BOUND IS � � ��� �!������������ LB UB ER % O-P required

25 1.79 2.21 2.0 10.5%
100 7.54 8.38 8.0 4.75%
500 38.56 40.6 40.0 1.5%

1000 77.31 80.85 80.0 1.06%
2500 194.8 200.58 200.0 0.29%

TABLE III
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS BASED ON PACKET SIMULATIONS FOR SYS-2.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY: UPPER BOUND (UB), LOWER BOUND (LB),
EQUILIBRIUM RATE (ER), OVER-PROVISIONING (O-P). THE UPPER

BOUND, LOWER BOUND AND THE EQUILIBRIUM RATE ARE SCALED BY�����������
THUS, WITH � � FLOWS, THE LOWER BOUND IS � � ��" �!�����������
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Fig. 5. System SYS-3: Fluid simulations for 25 connections, with different
round trip delays. The figure plots the total rate at the shared link ver-
sus time. The utility function is í)î.ï�ð�ñ�ò with the marking function beingù�ú ÷�ûæüýú þdÿ .

through it, with each flow (possibly) having a different round
trip delay. Using a fluid model for the flows, we showed that
even with delays, the total data rate at the router is bounded.
Further, for typical user data rates and delays seen in the Internet
today, the bound is very close to the data rate at the router with-
out delays. Our conclusions are two fold: first, the results indi-
cate that in the regime of interest, very little over-provisioning
is required at the router to have a low-loss, low-delay network.
Second, for a special case of the ������(�)� utility function, with

all connections having the same round trip delay, we have a
lower bound on the total rate. This, in conjunction with the up-
per bound provides valuable intuition regarding link-utilization
and the efficiency of the system with delays. Further the lower
bound for this special case, along with the upper bound, leads
to a design rule for the marking function which corroborates an
earlier result in [5] for the linearized system.
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